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Caring for the Forest
Forest Managers take care of the forest, including keeping them safe from wildfires.
Fires start when heat sources (like sparks, a lit cigarette, or lightning), fuel sources (something that can
burn, like wood or dry grass) and oxygen (which is always in the air) come together.

Forest managers spend some of their time reducing fuel and heat sources in the forest. To do this, they
sometimes have to make changes in the forest, like reducing the number of trees. Sometimes they try to
change the way people behave when they are in forests, so that people understand the correct way to build
and put out campfires or rules about using gas-powered equipment.

Forest Managers do three things to prevent wildfires:

3. Improve human wildfire
prevention habits. (P)

some forested areas (called
“prescribed burning”) to
reduce the fuels

5 Enforcing regulations that require
equipment to have special safety
devices, like “spark arrestors” on
chain saws

4 R estricting the use

Prescribed burning not only reduces the fuels for
wildfire prevention, but it also helps to improve the
health of the forest.

of gas-powered
equipment in
certain areas

6 Presenting campfire
programs to teach
people wildfire
prevention measures

7 T emporarily closing
forest areas to vehicles
due to the high
wildfire danger

7. H
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6. P, H

3 C ontrolled burning of

posters to remind people
to put their campfires out,
DEAD out!

Forest managers will often use controlled fires to reduce
the risk of wildfire. This is done with a “prescription,” or
rules about how the burning would be managed. If all
the rules can’t be met that day (such as the wind
blowing or the temperature is too high), then
the prescribed burn is postponed until all safety
measures can be met.

5 P, H

area to increase the distance between trees,
thus reducing the chance of fire jumping
from tree to tree (called “thinning”)

2 P utting up signs and

4. H

1 R emoving some of the smaller trees in an

Not All Fire is Bad for the Forest

3. F

Place an F, H, or P in the boxes next to each activity below.
Some activities may help with more than one of the three goals.

2. P

2. Reduce the amount of heat
sources in forest. (H)

Answers: 1. F

1. Reduce the amount of fuel
in the forests (F)

Play this game
to find out how a forest
manager takes care
of the forest.

Caring for the Forest
To Play:
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•F
 ind a small stone or coin
to use as a game marker.
•U
 se a coin to flip
for moving ahead.
Heads = 2 spaces
Tails = 1 space

Fire Managers do a prescribed
burn to reduce the amount of
fuels on the ground.

Move ahead 4
spaces.

start

Fire Managers post signs
reminding people to be
careful with fire.

Move ahead
2 spaces

Fire Managers remove
some smaller trees, leaving more
room for larger trees and less
fuel for wildfires.

There are too many dead
tree branches, leaves, and brush
around your house. Miss a turn
while you help your parents
clear it away.

Kids playing with
matches started a wildfire.

Go back to
the start.

Move ahead 3 spaces.

Little brother playing
with matches. You take them
away and give them to your
mom. Move ahead

3 spaces.

Fire Managers teach campers to build
safe campfires and then the correct
way to put them out . . . DEAD OUT!

Finish!

Move ahead 4 spaces.

Use of gas-powered equipment
and off-highway vehicles is
restricted due to wildfire danger.

Move ahead 2
spaces.
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A smoker throws a burning
cigarette out of a car window. Two
hours later a wildfire
starts. Go back 3

spaces.

Learn more about the Keep Oregon Green Ranger Program at www.keeporegongreen.org

